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eBlocker Family: Fully protected on the net




eBlocker Family provides anonymous and safe Internet surfing for the entire family
Limit surfing time, restrict access to unwanted content and much more by using Parental
Control
Individual user accounts can be adjusted to the needs of each individual member of the
family

Parents are aware of this problem: the pubescent daughter regularly surfing the internet for
too long or the teenage son lands on websites that are not appropriate for his age. The
eBlocker Family puts this to an end and allows both safe and anonymous surfing for the
entire family. Children are protected by the smart features of the eBlocker Family before
accessing unwanted content during surfing. Parents can, for example, restrict access to
certain website categories (for example "erotic content"), limit surfing times, and additionally
define "restricted" or "allowed" websites. Like the reliable eBlocker Pro, the eBlocker Family
also provides its users with additional privacy on the Internet by blocking all third-party
collecting services and online advertising. The family and user-friendly device sets a further
milestone in our fight against the unaware data collection on the Internet.
Both the eBlocker Pro and the eBlocker Family are multi-user capable. With the eBlocker
Family, however, up to ten user accounts can be set up and adapted to the individual needs
of each family member. For example, a parent as an administrator is authorized to assign
devices and profiles to their respective user accounts and to set up "restricted" and
"allowed" websites. The administrator can also specify exceptions and additions to given
website filters per user profile. Each family member also has the option to create individual
whitelists for e.g., to allow advertising for certain websites. On request, the eBlocker Family
can also anonymize the visible IP address of the user either via the Tor network or via a
VPN provider.
Like the eBlocker Pro, the eBlocker Family is simply connected to the home network via
Plug & Play, configures itself automatically and thus protects almost all devices from tablet
to game console. Simply unpack, plug-in and the privacy is protected. A complex software
installation on each individual terminal is not necessary. The eBlocker Family is also suitable
for technically less savvy Internet users.
The features of the eBlocker Family at a glance:
 Filtering of all known tracking systems and reliable blocking data collection
 Plug & Play: easy to connect and get started without any software installation
 Filtering of unwanted content for children
 Compatibility with virtually all operating systems, devices and browsers
 Multi-user capability: Up to 10 individual user accounts can be defined
 Assigning devices and protection profiles to the respective user accounts
 Definition of individually restricted or allowed websites
 Definition of exceptions and additions to given site filters
 Limitation of Internet usage optionally after fixed times and / or duration of use
 Support for devices used by several people
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About eBlocker GmbH

After two years of development in secret, eBlocker, headquarted in Hamburg, Germany, was
launched in 2015. Their products, eBlocker Pro and eBlocker Family, empower users to
regain control of their privacy and personal information while surfing the Internet and have
full control over their data once again. The eBlocker Family, in addition, provides protection
for not only individual users but also children within the household. The devices work by
using a specially developed security-software that confirms that all tracking- and adnetworks are blocked effectively and with full freedom of choice from all Internet devices.
Thanks to easy installation, automatic configuration and software-updates, the eBlocker can
be simply put to use even by technically inexperienced users. www.eblocker.com
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